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MovieSite Locations
Do you need to represent a variety of locations in your area that are suitable

for filming without spending too much time and money?  

Do you need to present your location database in a way that is easy for the
film and TV industry to use?  

Do you need to make sure your database can be seen on every device? 

Do you need to keep a record of what locations have been used for?  

If so, then MovieSite Locations is for you! 
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1.Advanced Search Features
This enables you to find the exact location you would like to use, quickly!
Some, but not all, of these new search features include; 

Search by Postcode
Search by Local Authority
‘Created by’ / ‘date updated’ / ‘last updated by’ entrant searches
Search by representative email
The style categories now have a different format, including, displaying the
dates of the time period choices, to help make differentiation easier.



2. Locations address section 

The locations local authority, and county are now mandatory - so please
remember this! 
You are able to add a locations’ Facebook and Instagram pages to its
record
What3Words has also been added to the form, making it even easier to
locate locations!



3.Locations categorisation section 

This section has now become even easier! Simply begin typing, and the
categories will begin to pop up based on what you are typing. You can also

remove the categories selected via clicking ‘Remove’ - this means you could
have no categories if you did not want them - although, we recommend at
least 5, it gives your location a higher chance of being found and chosen! 



4.Location Description 
It is now possible for you to have descriptions that cannot be seen by the public! Introducing Private
descriptions has given users the ability to add comments and descriptions of a location that only
internal users can see - it is completely hidden from the public eye! 

Of course, the public description is available too. Use this section to create location descriptions that
make your location eye-catching! In the public description, you can now also include;

Opening hours
Parking info
Parking nearby
Three phase electricity availability 
Access restriction notices and noise issue notices
Carbon footprint notes 




